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Abstract
Deep neural perception and control networks have become key components of selfdriving vehicles. User acceptance is likely to benefit from easy-to-interpret visual
and textual driving rationales which allow end-users to understand what triggered
a particular behavior. Our approach involves two stages. In the first stage, we use
visual (spatial) attention model to train a convolutional network end-to-end from
images to steering angle commands. The attention model identifies image regions
that potentially influence the network’s output. We then apply a causal filtering step
to determine which input regions causally influence the vehicle’s control signal.
In the second stage, we use a video-to-text language model to produce textual
rationales that justify the model’s decision. The explanation generator uses a
spatiotemporal attention mechanism, which is encouraged to match the controller’s
attention.
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Introduction

Recent work [1] suggests that neural networks can be successfully be applied to self-driving cars in an
end-to-end manner. Neural networks, however, are notoriously cryptic. Despite their effectiveness as
function approximators, their complex structure makes human-interpretable explanations difficult. To
overcome this issue, visual attention networks that are inherently interpretable to humans have been
proposed [2]. They limit the model’s perception to certain areas of the image, and presenting these
regions to users helps them understand the model’s behavior. As we show in our examples, visual
attention maps focus on the image regions that have an influence on the vehicle’s control signal.
Attention is a mechanism for filtering out non-salient image content. However, attention networks
need to find all potentially salient image regions and pass them to the main recognition network (a
CNN here) for a final verdict. For instance, the attention network may attend to trees and bushes in
areas of an image where road signs commonly occur. This is similar to a human who uses peripheral
vision to determine that "there is something there", and then visually fixates on the item to determine
what it actually is. We therefore post-process the attention network’s output, clustering it into attention
"blobs" and then mask out (set the attention weights to zero) each blob to determine the effect on the
end-to-end network output [3]. Blobs that have a causal effect on network output are retained while
others are removed from the visual map presented to the user.
It is also important to be able to justify the decisions that were made and explain why they are
reasonable in a human understandable manner. We propose a textual justification system which
augments a visual interpretator. Attention itself is an introspective model that can explain how a
model determines its decision (e.g., an image showing which pixels were relied on), but a textual
justification system can provide sentences detailing how visual evidence is compatible with a decision
(e.g., “The vehicle slowed because the light controlling the intersection is red.”). We, therefore,
introduce a post-hoc rationalization model learned from supervised rationale text. We use a videoInterpretable ML Symposium (NIPS 2017), Long Beach, CA, USA.
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Figure 1: An overview of our model that is two-stage: (1) a vehicle controller (orange) followed by
causal filtering (2) a textual justification system (green) that explains how a decision was made.

to-text language model with spatiotemporal attention mechanism to explain how a driving decision
was made. This model provides a way of reasoning by encouraging to look at the regions already
attended by the deep neural vehicle controller.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our interpretable driving model that consists of two stages: (1) a deep
neural vehicle controller [3] (orange) and (2) a justification system (green). The vehicle controller
predicts steering angle commands from an input raw image stream in an end-to-end manner, while
spatial attention model highlights interpretable features. We use a causal filtering (blue) to remove
spurious features. A textual justification system (green) generates a sentence that explains how a
decision was made. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. (i) We show
that visual attention heat maps are suitable “explanations” for the behavior of a deep neural vehicle
controller, and do not degrade control accuracy. (ii) We also show that attention maps comprise
“blobs” that can be segmented and filtered to produce simpler and more accurate maps of visual
saliency. (iii) We introduce a justification system that can be embedded into visual attention model
and that can provide appropriate justification of the behavior of a deep neural vehicle controller.

2

Method

Our vehicle controller predicts the continuous inverse turning radius, which can be converted into
steering angle commands, from input raw pixels in an end-to-end manner. Input images are downsampled to 80×160×3 and normalized to [0, 1] in HSV colorspace. We also use a single exponential
smoothing method to reduce the effect of human factor-related performance variation.
2.1

Encoder: Convolutional Feature Extraction

We use a convolutional neural network to obtain a set of encoded high-level visual descriptions,
which we refer to as a convolutional feature cube xt . This feature cube is then fed into an LSTM
layer and our attention model pays selective attention to a subset of those descriptive feature vectors
that potentially influence the output.
Formally, a convolutional feature cube of size W ×H×D is generated at each timestep t from the
last convolutional layer. We then collect xt , a set of L = W × H vectors, each of which is a
D-dimensional feature slice for different spatial parts of the given input.
xt = {xt,1 , xt,2 , . . . , xt,L }
2

(1)

Table 1: Examples of action description and justification of how a driving decision made.

2.2

Action Description

Action Justification

The car accelerates
The car accelerates slowly
The car is driving forward
The car merges into the left lane

because the light has turned green
because the light has turned green and traffic is flowing
as traffic flows freely
to get around a slower car in front of it

Coarse-Grained Decoder: Visual Attention

We use a soft deterministic attention mechanism [2]: i.e., fflatten (π({αt,i }, {xt,i })) =
fflatten ({αt,i xt,i }) for i = {1, 2, . . . , L}. The attention model is trained to find an α weighted
context vector yt that leads to a better vehicle control performance.
A scalar attention weight αt,i is
P
associated with a certain grid of input image in such that i αt,i = 1. These attention weights can be
interpreted as the probability over L convolutional feature vectors that the location i is the important
part to produce better control performance. fflatten is a flattening function. The context vector yt is
D×L-dimensional vector that contains convolutional feature vectors weighted by attention weights.
As we summarize in Figure 1, we use a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network that predicts
the inverse turning radius ût and generates attention weights {αt,i } at each timestep t conditioned
on the previous hidden state ht and a current convolutional feature cube xt . More formally, let us
assume a hidden layer fattn (xt,i , ht−1 ) conditioned on the previous hidden state ht−1 and the current
feature vectors {xt,i }. The attention weight {αt,i } for each spatial location i is then computed by
multinomial logistic regression (i.e., softmax regression) function. The output of our model is an
inverse turning radius ût . We use a hidden layer fout (yt , ht ) conditioned on the current hidden state
ht and α weighted context yt .
We use the following penalized loss function L1 given T time steps and a penalty coefficient λ that
encourages the attention model to see different parts of the image.

L1 (ut , ût ) =

T
X

|ut − ût | + λ

t=1
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Fine-Grained Decoder: Causality Test

In this step, we use causal filtering to determine causally influencing local visual saliency on vehicle
control performance [3]. We collect a consecutive set of attention weights {αt,i } for T time steps,
which is then up-sampled to have the same dimension as the input image. To extract a local visual
saliency, we randomly sample 2D N particles with replacement over each input raw image conditioned
on the attention map, and thus we get spatiotemporal 3D particles. These particles are clustered
using DBSCAN [4], a density-based clustering algorithm that is good at clustering irregularly-shaped
clusters. For points of each cluster c and each time frame t, we compute a convex hull H(c). We
iteratively measure a change of vehicle control performance by masking out a local visual saliency
from input images.
2.4

Generating Justification

The last part of our model aims to generate a textual justification that (1) summarizes a driving
decision (e.g., “The car veers right”) and further provides an appropriate justification for the behavior
of a deep neural vehicle controller (e.g., “to make an exit.”). In Table 1, we provide several examples
of action descriptions and justifications. We argue that these must depend on the rationales of deep
neural vehicle controller, e.g.when a vehicle controller predicts acceleration by seeing a traffic light,
the explanation system must generate a justification such as “The car accelerates because the light
has turned green”. As shown in Figure 1, we, therefore, propose a spatiotemporal attention language
model for which the attention map is constrained by that of the vehicle controller. This encourages
both vehicle controller and justification system to attend to the same visual regions when predicting a
control command and generating a textual justification, respectively.
3

Figure 2: (A) Attention maps over time. Unseen consecutive input image frames are sampled at every
5 seconds. Input raw images with driver’s demonstrated curvature of a path (blue line) and predicted
curvature of a path (green line). (B) We illustrate examples of (from top) raw input images, visual
attention heat maps with spurious attention sources, and ours by filtering out spurious blobs.
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Results

Sample attention maps are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 (A) shows consecutive input raw images
(with a sampling period of 5 seconds) and their corresponding attention maps. A tunable parameter λ
controls closely the heat map matches the average value at that pixel. Setting λ to 0 encourages the
model to pay attention to narrower parts of the image. The prediction performance in terms of mean
absolute error is shown at the bottom of each image. We observe that our model is indeed able to pay
attention to road elements, such as lane markings, guardrails, and vehicles ahead, which are essential
for driving. We post-process the attention network’s output by clustering it into attention blobs and
filtering if they have a causal effect on network output. Figure 2 (B) shows typical examples of input
raw images, attention networks’ outputs with spurious attention sources, and our refined attention
heat maps. We observe that our model produces simpler and more accurate maps of visual saliency
by filtering out spurious attention blobs. Results for textual justifications are omitted here due to the
space constraints.

4

Conclusion

We described an interpretable introspective and justification model for deep self-driving vehicle
controllers. We showed that (i) incorporation of attention does not degrade control accuracy compared
to an identical base CNN without attention (ii) raw attention highlights interpretable features in the
image (iii) causal filtering achieves a useful reduction in explanation complexity by removing features
which do not significantly effect the output and (iv) textual action description and justification can
provide a more easy-to-interpret system for self-driving cars.
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